Touch Cromwell Place, London, July 2021
Carpet tapestry installation accompanied by sound piece.This image shows the tapestry hung as an installation at Cromwell Place in London.The circular construction creates a room-within-a-room that is a calm
environment in which to listen to the audio piece. Viewers are invited to sit. Installation images by Ollie
Harrop. Listen to sound here.
I was awarded the HIGH Prize of Creative Excellence for the project.

Release - Grid #1-15 Photographic grids 100x70 cm - KP20, Kunsthal Aarhus, April 2021
A series of paintings, photographic grids, performances and videos. I translate exercises into materials,
that speak openly about the body and its functions. The work becomes a visualisation that is inseparably
bound up with the real without resembling it; abstractions of lived life.
Each of these frames represents a medical specialist I have met and the physical exercises they have
given me, totalling 15 specialists and more than 100 exercises to be completed on a daily basis.

Release - Performance Performance of painting a release painting at Copenhagen Art Week
Release has been shown in different constellations; at The Language Hospital at Sorø Art Museum, Copenhagen Art Week, Kuldiga Art Hall in Latvia, BKF in Copenhagen, Travers Smith in London and in the publications The Pluralist, UK and Der Grief Guest-Room curated by Dominic Bell, Germany.
Here shown as a performance at Copenhagen Art Week.

SW11NDOWS Battersea, February 2021
Lockdown exhibition with 23 artists all living in London postcode SW11, exhibited in or accessible from
public space; works installed on balconies, windows and doorways, in gardens, on fences and in door
phones. Open call curated by Anita Agarwal, Louise Ørsted Jensen and Katrine Skovsgaard.
I exhibited a carpet alongside sound narration - listen here:
https://www.katrineskovsgaard.net/da/Projects/2021/SW11-NDOWS-2021

Soft Everything Forever, Mercurial Mist, Montez Press Radio; exhibition, radioshow and publication, 2021
Since producing the first carpets, I have made small performances to ‘translate’ them onto the screen.
I have worked on creating ‘haptic visuality’ to tap into the sensory potential of screens and workshop on
(online) graduation strategies. (Haptic visuality is a term used by Laura U. Marks in The Skin of the Film:
a visuality that functions as a sense of touch by triggering physical memories of smell, touch and taste).
The artwork exhibited here has three outputs: only text, only narration, and moving image with narration
https://chartreuse-harp-n3pl.squarespace.com/katrine-skovsgaard

The Feelies Workshop and online exhibition, February-May 2021
Through The Feelies, an across-RCA group, I experimented with this translation and the idea of sensory
screen experience beyond the visual. I translated the sensation of touch to screen through a set of criteria introduced by Marks. I found that, e.g. a narrow field of vision, hyper-close-up and using the camera
as if it were a hand can produce some of the haptic effects I was looking for. Using very limited visuality
to make space for the auditory elements of the work was another strategy I used for this project.
I co-hosted the opening event with Barbara Mueller - see works at http://ordinaries.online/thefeelies

The Hologram Facilitation online and on couches all over the world, ongoing since 2020
The Hologram is an artwork by Cassie Thornton: a mythoreal viral distribution system for non-expert
healthcare. Its protocol formalises our informal caregiving relationship and ensures that all caretakers
are cared for, and regards supporting someone else’s wellbeing as therapeutic in itself. I am in the team
who delivers this method of social care and collective liberation. I facilitate inductions; what we call Minimum Viable Holograms; an intimate two-hour facilitated session. Participants sign up in groups of four,
with one person asking three trusted others to join a guided conversation about their physical, social,
and emotional health. Sign up and more info here: https://thehologram.xyz

The Hologram Film in production, ongoing
The result is the construction of a robust multidimensional health network, and collectively oriented social practice negotiated with peers, rather than through systems that are often exclusionary, inaccessible, and tied to capitalist frameworks. We collaborate with Furtherfield Gallery in London and A Blade of
Grass in NY. In order to spread this network, we currently work with artist Melanie Gilligan on making a
film about The Hologram through an online live action role play. This screenshot is from the LARP, where
we enact a future version of ourselves in a future where healthcare is privatised, but who for at least 30
years, has gotten the care they need through practicing The Hologram.

(I) Exhibition and workshops, ongoing
Photographs on silk satin with painted pain visualisations, made with chronic pain patients. I won the
15th of June Foundations Honorary Award for the project which was judged one of the three best graduation projects from the Danish art academies, as well as Sven Dalsgaards Honorary Award.
The work includes workshops and videodocumentation:
Lykke Melisa Hansen: https://vimeo.com/178634771
Thomas David Trautner: https://vimeo.com/172313115

Headscapes Comission for the Psychiatry in Southern Denmark and Psychiatric Museum, Middelfart
Five large (1:1) lenticular portraits with painted representation of the mind accompanied by workshops.
Lenticular portraits; when you see the image from one angle, you see a normal studio portrait of the person, when you see it from another angle, you see their mind painted on top of the images.
Conversations have led to a process of artistic co-creation, where the artist takes photographic portraits
on which the portrayed individual then paints a free representation of their mind on their own portrait.

